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Lecture 8 :  
Special Theory of Relativity II 

 More about time dilation… 
 Twin’s paradox 
 The Muon Experiment 

 Length (Fitzgerald) contraction 
 Simultaneity and causality 

© Sidney Harris 

I : More about time dilation… 

 Discussion of the Twin’s paradox [Board] 
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Rossi & Hall Muon Experiment 
  Classic experiment verifying time dilation was 

performed by Rossi & Hall in 1941… 
 Muons are “electron-like” particles… when at rest, they 

decay with a half-life of about 1.56µs 
 Muons are produced when cosmic rays slam into upper 

atmosphere, then rain down to Earth 
  Rossi & Hall measured the number of muons detected at 

the top of a 2000m mountain, and compared it to the 
number at sea-level…  
 Find 560 muons/hour at top of mountain 
 Even at v=c, will take 6.5µs for muon to travel 2000m 
 More than 4 half lives… less than 1/16th of particles should be 

left by the time they reach the bottom 
 BUT, they measured 422 muons/hour at bottom 
 It seems like only 0.64µs have passed in the muon’s frame of 

reference… so they are moving with γ≈10 

II : Length (Fitzgerald) contraction 

  [Discussion on the board : Think again about the Rossi & Hall 
muon experiment… but now from a muon’s perspective!] 

  Fitzgerald contraction… 
  A moving object contracts by a factor γ (the same Lorentz factor) 

in the direction of motion 
  This is really a contraction of space itself… the object does not 

experience forces or stresses that make it contract 
  Again, everything is relative… if someone watches you travel past 

them at high speed, you will appear to be contracted in the 
direction of motion 
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III: RELATIVITY OF SIMULTANEITY 

  Consider an observer in a room.   Suppose there is a 
flash bulb exactly in the middle of the room. 

  Suppose sensors on the walls record when the light 
rays hit the walls. 

  Since speed of light is constant, light rays will hit 
opposite walls at precisely the same time. Call 
these events A and B. 
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Change frames… 
  Imagine performing same experiment aboard a moving 

spacecraft, and observing it from the ground. 
  For the observer on the ground, the light rays will not strike 

the walls at the same time (since the walls are moving!).  
Event A will happen before event B. 

  But astronaut in spacecraft thinks events are simultaneous. 
  Concept of “events being simultaneous” (i.e. simultaneity) is 

different for different observers (Relativity of simultaneity). 
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Change frames again! 

 What about perception of a 3rd observer 
who is moving faster than spacecraft? 

 3rd observer sees event B before event A 
 So, order in which events happen can 

depend on the frame of reference. 
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The laser gun experiment 
  Suppose there is a laser gun at one end of spacecraft, targeted 

at a victim at the other end. 

  Laser gun fires (event A) and then victim gets hit (event B). 
  Can we change the order of these events by changing the 

frame of reference? i.e., can the victim get hit before the gun 
fires? 
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 This  is a question of causality. 
 The events described are causally-

connected (i.e. one event can, and 
does, affect the other event). 

 In fact, it is not possible to change the 
order of these events by changing 
frames, according to Special Relativity 
theory. 
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 This is true provided that  
 The laser blast does not travel faster than the 

speed of light 
 We do not change to a frame of reference that is 

going faster than the speed of light 

 To preserve the Principle of Causality (cause 
precedes effect, never vice versa), the 
speed of light must set the upper limit to the 
speed of anything in the Universe.  Anything?  
Well, anything that transmits any 
information. 
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Some things move faster than 
light 

 But they 
transmit no 
information 

 E.g., light spot 
on a distant 
screen 
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Some things move faster than 
light 

 But they 
transmit no 
information 

 E.g., light spot 
on a distant 
screen 

Vspot>C 
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Causality 

 Can causality be proved? 
 No, it is an axiom of physics 

 What if causality doesn’t hold? 
 Then the Universe returns to being random, 

unconnected events that can’t be understood or 
predicted. 

 This would be a true “end of science.” 

 So we will insist on causality as we continue 
to explore relativity. 
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Space-time diagrams 
  Because space and time are “mixed 

up” in relativity, it is often useful to 
make a diagram of events that 
includes both their space and time 
coordinates. 

  This is simplest to do for events that 
take place along a line in space (one-
dimensional space)  
  Plot as a 2D graph 
  use two coordinates: x and ct 

  Can be generalized to events taking 
place in a plane (two-dimensional 
space) using a 3D graph (volume 
rendered image): x, y and ct 

  Can also be generalized to events 
taking place in 3D space using a 4D 
graph, but this is difficult to 
visualize 

x 

ct 
light 
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object 
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objects 

World lines of events 
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Light cone for event “A” 

“Light 
Cone” 
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Past, future and 
“elsewhere”. 

“Future of 
A” (causally-
connected) 

“Past of 
A” (causally-
connected) 

“Elsewhere” 
(causally- 
disconnected) 
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Causality   Events A and B… 

  Cannot change order of A and B by 
changing frames of reference.   

  A can also communicate information 
to B by sending a signal at, or less 
than, the speed of light.   

  This means that A and B are causally-
connected. 

  Events A and C… 

  Can change the order of A and C by 
changing frame of reference. 

  If there were any communication 
between A and C, it would have to 
happen at a speed faster than the 
speed of light. 

  If idea of cause and effect is to have any 
meaning, we must conclude that no 
communication can occur at a speed faster 
than the speed of light.   


